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This paper deals with the problem of planning the evolution of 
telephone centers in urban areas for a given period, so that the 
forecasted demand is covered at a minimum cost. The evolution 
includes analog ' extensions, digital remote concentrators and digital 
centers and is irreversible in this order. The optimization of the 
planning process is done by means of a new model in the form of two 
algorithms, which define the economically best evolution of the 
network under several realistic constraints. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General 

The many different parts of which a telephone network consists make network 
planning a very complex task. The planner must take into account the alternative 
solutions to the evolution of all these parts as well as the optimization of the 
evolution of the whole network during a given period. In recent years, the 
emergence of digital transmission and switching in local networks has increased 
the comp~exity. The introduction of one local switching unit should not be done 
on a node basis but through the examination of the results it would have over 
the whole network. Hence the need of an integrated network evolution model 
incorporating all important network aspects at the optimization level. 

1.2. The proposed model 

Several studies have focused on the subject of the evolution of existing analog 
telephone networks towards digital networks. Accordingly, several models have 
been proposed for the transition period which differ among themselves in the 
basic assumptions (network topology, available resources, etc ), in the goals 
( fast digi tization, new demand coverage, etc ) and in the results [1 to 6].: 
This paper presents a new model which provides the economically best evolution 
policy of a local network considering several realistic constraints as they 
appear in many cases, especially in countries with a large uncovered demand on 
telephones and small financial resources. A network policy is determined by the 
evolution policies of all centers of the network and by the homing policy for 
the remote digital concentrators. A center policy gives the time and type of the 
introduction of new equipment, i.e. analog extensions of electromechanical 
centers, digital remote concentrators, digital centers. The homing policy gives 
the digital centers which will serve the digital remote concentrators and the 
time interval of the homing connections. Each policy is transformed to a cost 
equation and is evaluated using the Present Value of Annual Charges ( PVAC ) 
criterion. 

The pcoposed model consists of two algorithms: the Center ,Evolution Policy 
8l.gori thm '( CEP ) and the Network Policy Optimization algorithm ( NPO ). CEP 
provides all the feasible policies for each center and their cost including the 
homing cost for any possible remote concentrators. NPO uses the policies derived 
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by CEP and calculates the economically optimal policy, i.e. the best set of 
policies for all centers and for the concentrator homing. Fig. 1 gives the input 
and output to CEP and NPO in a block diagram of the model. It is noted that the 
model defines the optimal center policies and the homing policy in the same 
optimization process, in contrast to previous models which made this in two 
separate stages [3 , 4 J. Thus, better results are achieved. 

1.3. Structure of the paper 

Apart from the Introduction (section 1), this paper consists of two sections (2 
and 3) and a conclusion. Section 2 gives a detailed description of the model in 
two subsections: One for the CEP algorithm and another for the NPO, 
algorithm. Section 3 presents the computer implementation of the model and the 
results of its application to the network of the city of Patras in Greece. 

2. THE MODEL 

2.1. The CEP - algorithm 

CEP produces all the feasible evolution policies for each center, the feasible 
homing policies for serving the remote digital concentrators and their 
corresponding costs. There are seven possible types of center evolution 
policies in the planning period: A (analog extension for the whole period), R 
( remote concentrator for the whole period ), D (digital center for the whole 
period ), A - R (first analog extension, then remote concentrator), A - D (first 
analog extension, then digital center ), A - R - D (first analog extension, then 
remote concentrator, then digital center). 

The number of possible policies for a center is reduced to that of feasible 
policies by application of the following four realistic constraints: 

i. Electromechanical equipment is only replaced by digital equipment when 
it has been written of or a lack of space makes it necessary. This 
ensures that the new centers are digital but no working lines are 
replaced for the sake of innovation as long as the demand remains 
uncovered. 

ii. Extentions of electromechanical equipnent are .allowed as far as they 
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are economically justified. So the maximum .n~Lof __ I)ew __ stU;>$cribers 
can be served with a given capital. 

iii. Digital equipnent . is placed in existing . buildil'¥Js, i.e. no major and 
costly network reconfigurations are necessary. 

iv. New equipment is introduced in distinct time points of the planning 
period which define planning terms of several years, e.g. 4 to 7 •. 
This equipment covers the needs of. at least one term. 

The total number of feasible policies depends on several factors, i.e. 

- the number of planning terms 
- space limitations for the policies including analog extensions 

the maximun number of lines served by a remote concentrator 
- the minimum number of lines of a digital center. 

Each feasible policy is transformed to a cost equation according 
gives the PVAC of the policy's provision and operation/maintenance 

3 E(p) E(p) L 

K(i,N,M) = L f(N,M) [ L P(p,t)X(i,t)F(t) + L O(p,t)X(i,t)( L F(l) 

p=l t=B(p) p=B(p) l=t 

to (1), 
costs. 

) ] } 

which 

(1) 

where L the number of terms of · the study period, i the center,N the term of 
introduction of remote concentrator equipment, M the term of introduction 
of digital center equipment, p the equipment type, i.e. p = 1 for analog 
equipment, p = 2 for remote concentrator and p = 3 for digital center, B(p), 
E(p) beginning and closing terms for equipment type p, i.e. B(l) = 1, E(l) = 
N-l, B(2) = N, E(2) = M-I, B(3) = M, E(3) = L, X(t) the forecasted demand on new 
subscriber lines at term t, p(p,t), O(p,t) the provision and operation 
maintenance costs at term t respectively, for the three different kinds of 
equipment, F(t) the PVAC factor and finally f(N,M) a function defined in (2). 

1 if N < M 
f(N,M) = (2 ) . 

o if N ~ M 

For any center of the network the model defines feasible policies for serving 
any other center assuming this center is digital and the other becomes a remote 
concentrator at any term. The homing costs are esti~ated according to (3). 

L 

H(i,k,t) = S(i,t)D(i,k)R(i,k,t) L F(l) (3) 

l=t 

where i a remote concentrator and k a digital center serving i at term t, 
S(i,t) lines served by concentrator i after term t, R(i,k,t) the per km and 
line cost of connecting the concentrator i to the center k at term t, D(i,k) 
the distance h€tween i and k in km and F(l) as defined above. 

2.3. The NPO - Algorithm 

NPO provides the optimal network policy using the costs estimated by CEP. It is 
an integer programming algorithm which takes into account the following 
constraints: 
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i. One policy is selected for each center. 

ii. One and only one digital center can be assigned to each remote 
concentrator until the end of the planning . period. 

iii. A, digital center serves a remote concentrator only when it has spare 
capacity. 

We define the Boolean variable x{i,j) to be 1 when evolution policy j is 
assigned to center i and 0 otherwise. Similarly the Boolean variable y{i,k,t) 
is 1 when remote concentrator i is assigned to digital center k at term t, 0 
otherwise. According to the above the optimal network policy is calculated by 
optmization of the objective function (4) under the constraints (5) to (11). 

JT IT IT IT L 

min { L L x{i,j)D(i,j) + L L y(i,k,t)H{i,k,t)} (4 ) 

j=l i=l i=l k=l t=l 

where i = I, IT and k = I, IT the network nodes ( centers ), j = 1, JT the 
different center policies, t = 1 , L the terms of the planning period, 
D(i,j) the cost of policy j for center i and H{i,k,t) the cost of homing 
remote concentrator i to digital center k, at term t. 

JT 

L x(i,j) 

j=l 

1 for every i 

i.e., there must be only one policy for each center 

L IT 

L y(i,k,t) ~ 1 for every i 

(5 ) 

(6 ) 

i.e., each remote concentrator is served by one digital center at the most. 

y(i,k,t) L x(i,j) 

J E: JR(t) 

o for every i,k,t 

where JR(t) is the set of policies according to which node i 
concentrator at term t. Eq.(7) means a center must be a remote 
case it is to be assigned to a digital center. 

y(i,k,t) - L x(k,n) ~O for every i,k,t 

n E: JDT(t) 

(7) 

becomes a remote 
concentrator in 

(8 ) 

where JDT{t) is the set of policies according to which the center has become a 
digital center before t or becomes one at t. Node k must be a digital 
center in case it is assigned to serve a remote concentrator i. 

L x(i,j) SLR(t) for every t (9) 

j E: JR(t) 
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for every t (10) 

where JD(t) a set representing the policies according to which an exchange 
becomes a remote concentrator or a digital center at term t, respectively. LR(t) 
and LD(t) represent the budget limitations in numbers of remote concentrators 
and digital centers that can be introduced at term t, respectively. 

IT L 

L y(i,k,t)Q(i,t) ~ SL(k) 

i=l t=l 

for every k (11) 

Q(i,t) is the number of lines that should be served by i in case a remote 
concentrator is introduced there, from term "t to the end of the study period, 
SL(k) represents the total capability of digital center k to serve remote 
concentrators. Equation "( 11) puts a constraint on the number of remote 
concentrators a single digital center can serve. 

3. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL AND RESULTS 

3.1. Computer implementation 

Both algorithms, CEP and NPO, have been implemented as a highly modular FORTRAN 
program on a micro-VAX 11 computer. The execution of NPO is the most 
resource-consuming due to the usually great number of feasible policies for 
each center. The integer programming algorithm used for NPO is the branch and 
bound one with minor modifications for the sake of memory saving. These 
modifications along with the various constraints keep memory requirements very 
low, however, raise execution time. For example, typical execution times on the 
micro-VAX 11 for the application described in "the following subsection (network 
comprising seven centers, planning period with four terms) is 700 to 800 minutes 
while the memory requirements are 250 kbytes. 

3.2. Application 

This model was applied to the local network of Patras/Greece which consists of 
seven centers . Fig. 2 shows the configuration of the network with the distance 
in kilometers between the centers and the subscribers connected to each c2nter 
at the beginning of the planning period. The planning period was 16 years 
(1984:2000) divided into 4 four-year terms. Table 1 shows the forecasted demand 
in new lines for each cent er and each term. Fig. 3 shows the anticipated 
evolution of the cost-parameters in the planning period. It should be noted that 
both the forecasted demand and the expeCted costs are mostly indicative as it is 
very difficult and not in the scope of ' the present project to estimate more 
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accurate values. Instead _we have .tried . to examine the sensitivity of the 
obtained solutions on changes of the cost parameters by observing the response 
of the model to incremental changes of single and combined initial assumptions 
concerning the introduction of digital equipment. 
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FIGURE 3 
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TABLE 1 
'Forecasted demand in new lines for 

each center and each term 

~ 1 2 3 4 

1 688 632 577 531 

2 220 195 199 189 

3 383 388 379 362 

4 2117 1880 1615 1365 

5 3598 3860 4188 4131 

6 5117 5105 4980 4801 

7 1914 2094 2273 2362 

As an example, table 2 shows the results corresponding to four different assump
tions. Assumption 1 is based on the costs of fig. 3 as regards the digital 
center and remote concentrator equipment while analog equipment 'is 33.3% higher 
than that in the same figure and takes into account the hypothesis that in each 
term two digital centers and two remote concentrators are introduced at most 
due to budget limitations. Assumption 2 has the same costs with those of fig. 3 
and the constraints regarding digital concentrators and centers remain as in 
assumption 1, but in addition it demands that only one analog center at most 
remains in the last term. These constraints are also valid in assumptions 3 
and 4 in which the digital equipment costs and the homing costs are 33.33% 
higher than that of assumption 2. For each assumption two tables are given 
corresponding to the last optimal solution ( upper table ) and tr.e last sub
optimal solution (lower table). The total costs for the evaluated network evo
lution policies are also shown below each policy. Thus comparisons between the 
different solutions can be made. 

In general, we observe that the analog equipment is dominant in the first two 
terms while it goes back in the last two terms. This is a result of the cost 
assumptions taken into account, which are more favorable for the analog equip
ment at the beginning of the planning period. It is evident that a different 
relation between the costs of analog and digital equipment provides different 
network policies with different costs. Especially, a substancial increase of 
the analog equipment costs would accelerate the introduction of digital equip
ment. No space limitations were considered in the presented cases. 

4 • CONCLUSION 

"A r,~o::~el has been presented in the form of two algorithms that calculates the 
op~imal evolution policy of an analog local telephone network towards a digital 
net\vork. . This model minimises the economlc criteria taking into account center 
and remote concentrator homing costs during the same optimization procedure. 
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TABLE 2 
Network policies corresponding to four different assumptions 

ASSUMPTION 1 

3 

4 

S 

6 

7 

1 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

2 3 

A A 

A A 

A A 

A A 

A A 

A 0 

A A 

S x 100 1811049 

i 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A A 

A A 

A A 

A A 

A 0 

A A 

A A 

S x 100 1812470 

4 

A 

A 

A7 

A5 

0 

0 

0 

A 

A 

A7 

AS 

0 

0 

0 

ASSUMPTION 2 

1 2 3 4 

A A 0 0 

A A A A 

A A A A7 

A A A AS 

A A A D 

A A A D 

A A D D 

1810859 

A A D D 

A A A A 

A A A A7 

A A A AS 

A A A 0 

A A 0 D 

A A A 0 

1812280 

ASSUMPTION 3 ASSUMPTION 4 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

A A D D A A D D 

A A Ai Ri A A A A 

A A A Ri A A A A7 

A A A RS A D D 0 

A A A D A A A D 

A A A D A A A D 

A A A A A A D D 

1815135 1847135 

A A D D A A D D 

A A A A A °A A A 

A A A A7 A A A R7 

A A A AS A D D 0 

A A A 0 A A A D 

A A A D A A D D 

A A D 0 A A A D 

1826130 1848SS6 

C:Center,T:Term,R subscript: the digital center serving the remote concentrator. 
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